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: ":;,;I .: IN SILVER SPPINGS

By David K. r ''i' .".. . - .ck H, Berry, and Howard T. Odum

A fish -'. ' : program in Silver Springs was begun on '.a, ch 12,
1954, and has been continued by various workersto date. A total of
19 trips have been made with the assistance of a number of volunteer
helpers. To date, I.'.> fish have been ',-.:,:-. in Silver Springs. Two
types of tags have been used. Plastic PetBrson disc tags of varying
colors and sizes have been used on the larger fish, and small metal
clamp tags have been placed on the jaw or opercle of smaller specimens.
The latter are .: 1 while the unnumbered plastic tags have been
used in various color combinations for each fish, or have been used
cut to different shape w.ith the same color combinations. Most of
the fish 1.- ' have been Largemouth black bass ([.,-;o-t-I'r sa.moides)
and Stumpknockers (T ' . pumnctatusy, with some other :.;:.-; ., i.:. Ids
and a few, other , . . - nuihbers of each species -'.j.-:d and the
type of tag are summasrized as T.:.- 1. As summarized in T ,b).o 2, ten
fish have been recaptiured. allthough enough time elapsed between
tagging and recapture for soe•e growth to occur, some fish have not
shown any increase, and others show an apparent decrease, Whether
these growth values a-re ty ' •1 or whether an artifact or injury
is involved is not '.clear. ' bass show the most growth, and
all of these specimens are ju'enil.es. It is interesting to note
that all recaptured fish were retaken where they were initially
caught and t. I'

p-- r , . 7 .. S:tumpknockers (the dominant '...:) have
been taken each month .- '.. ': 'in ".- : and in 'i.:-.7:., Length-
frequency curves and lengith-weight curves have been constructed
with these. The length-. wght ratio does not vary materially from
month to .. A a:t at "leas. t for the sizes measured. A typical m..'_ .1'-
length curve is shown an - e 1. Enough specimens of other
species have not been takea :. , the construction of such curves,
Monthly length.-: . -,y gr ,1. for the Stumpknocker do not show
aný distinct age ,.; . ('- . . 2). A -:. long breeding period
is thus indicated. "' - ' is also evidence to ;.',r:, this from
observations of .- . . .beds and r,.. (or nearly so) adults dur:.
most of the warm months, 1'0 I an entire winter period has not
yet been .:'.. i' .", evidence indicates that spawning, although rare
during this period in Silver Springs, does occur. Individuals with
developed gonads v:ere taken on October 15 and on d"-.:.r 15. . Also,
small specimens were taken ".;& : ' the winter (Figure 2).

Samples of scales have been taken throughout the study and an
effort is now being made to determine if these can be used in
determining .,. and rate of . .. :-.b This study is primarily being
done on the St.;. -. -', "a . some attempt will be made to study
the scales of the other Centrarchids, particularly the bass.
Preliminary studies show the presence of rwin-.., but fuj, ;:'.!. study is


